Overture to Peace FAQs
Do I require a ticket to enter TIO Stadium for Overture to Peace?
Yes, each person will be asked at the gate to produce a valid ticket for the event. The ticket must be
provided by NTix with the correct day, date and time for the event.
Can I bring a seat into the venue and use it on the grass if I have a ticket for the grass area?
No portable seats will be allowed into the venue. Please do not bring any style of seat, including cut
down beach style seats. They will not be allowed into the venue and cannot be held at the venue.
Can I bring an umbrella into the venue?
Unfortunately, no. Umbrellas are a hazard and block the view of other people. Come prepared for any
wet weather with appropriate wet weather gear.
Can I bring food and drink into TIO Stadium?
Unfortunately, no. There will be multiple food and drink outlets operating with many choices available.
Will my bag be searched at the gate?
Yes, it is part of TIO Stadium Policy to bag search each patron at the entry point.
Is there public transport available for the event?
There is no dedicated event public transport, regular Wed service timetables will apply but check with
the transport provider on all timings.
How long will the event go for?
Overture to Peace will start at 7.30pm and conclude around 9.00pm.
When will the gates to TIO Stadium open to the public?
Gates will open at 6.00pm.
Will there be any tickets available at the gate on the night?
No, tickets must be booked in advance, there will be no tickets available on the day at the stadium.
What are the terms and conditions of entry to TIO Stadium?
TIO Stadium has their own patron entry terms and conditions which are available on their website. We
advise everyone to read these before coming to the Stadium to avoid any difficulties when entering.
I’ve booked a free ticket. Do I have a reserved seat?
No, there are no reserved seats for the event, however your ticket is specific to bay area shown on your
ticket with a colour and number. We ask that when taking your seat, you ensure that you do not leave
any seats vacant and follow the seating instructions of event staff.
Is there car parking available on site?
Normal parking restrictions apply for this event. We encourage you to park in the correct areas and give
yourself plenty of time to park your car and then enter the Stadium to locate your seating area.
Is video and photography allowed?
To protect the acts rights there is no professional cameras allowed with long lenses. If event staff asks
you to stop videoing or taking an image, please respect the instruction and stop.
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Will there be any fireworks?
We do not want to spoil the surprise, but it is an outdoor concert and perhaps you should be prepared
for some loud bangs!
Do you have accessible areas?
Yes. There are spaces specifically reserved for wheelchairs at the top of the grandstand, accessible
by lift. There is also a space reserved in front of the grandstand seating on ground level which is
accessible - carers and family members can bring picnic rugs to join their friends in this space. The
spaces used for VIP and preshow packages are also accessible.
Will there be captioning for the Deaf and hard of hearing?
Yes. A special area is set aside in front of the grandstand equipped with a television showing captions.
Do I need a special ticket for the accessible or captioning area?
No, you do not have to reserve a special type of ticket to access these spaces (with the exception of
VIP tickets). If you require assistance with access, talk to an usher when you arrive and they will direct
you to a space appropriate to your needs.
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